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many of the torchlight ii features that were included with torchlight are still available.
achievements, leaderboards, steam cloud support, steam workshop support, and the

steam cloud browser are all present. we have also added some new features, like
modding, chat, and voice. in addition we have added steam achievements to torchlight

ii. we have also made a zip file with the launcher that lets you remove or add mods
from the launcher's "main screen". this lets you easily add a mod that the current

launcher doesn't currently know about or remove a mod that is currently active. there
is also a new "cheat mode" in the launcher that lets you access all the cheating

functions of the mods in the launcher. you can open the cheat file in your favourite
text editor to see the contents of the file. the cheat mode doesn't include any cheating

functionality itself, but gives you access to all the cheat files that are currently
installed. we are also making a new mod that will be available in the next release of

torchlight ii. once you have the new mod installed, the modded game lobby will let you
know that new mod is available. this mod is automatically shared and linked to the

modded games lobby. the mod can also be shared with your friends and they will also
be able to access it in the modded games lobby. torchlight 2 now fully supports steam

workshop. a new launcher synchronizes any mods you have subscribed to, and lets
you customize their activation state and loading priority. in addition, when playing

internet games in the lobby, you will be able to filter modded games by mod
combination, and with a single button click, subscribe to those mods. torchlight 2 will
then restart, synchronize them, and activate them before returning you to the game.
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The Torchlight 2 Mod Launcher provides the following: Mod management in a simple
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and intuitive user interface. Easy to browse and categorize mods. Drag and drop to
quickly install multiple mods at once, and pause or resume mod downloads in the

middle of a big update. Modded games synchronize any new mods downloaded into
the main game, and download any existing mods that are already active when you
launch the game. Mods are automatically activated once they are fully downloaded

and uncompressed. Growl support for new and returning players to quickly tell others
about mods and updates. Cloud synchronization of all mods that are subscribed to in
the main game. When a mod is updated, the game checks if the mods installed on

your machine is up to date. The game will then update any missing mods, download
and install any new mods, and restart the game so that they can be used. Anti-Cheat

protection. No more having your games grind to a halt if you foolishly leave your
computer idle. We can't make cheating impossible, but we can make it unprofitable by

making cheaters pay for their vandalism with their stolen loot. In-Game lightening.
Simple button press that makes surrounding items light up to show you where to go.

Steam Workshop support for easy distribution of mods you've already made.
Everything that can be modded in Torchlight 2 is now modding-friendly, but we just
have too much free time, and too little money to throw at them. All of the modding
tools in this launcher are based on the existing tools in GUTS, and if you've played
Torchlight II on PC or Mac, you already have everything you need to mod the game

anyway. So everything we ship will be free and at least partially supported.
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